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A “superb” look at one of the Great War’s most storied combat pilots and his legendary solo
missions, with never-before-published photos (Barrett Tillman). William Avery Bishop is
recognized as the British Empire’s highest-scoring WWI ace, credited with seventy-two combat
victories. Overall, he ranked behind only Manfred von Richthofen and René Fonck. This
remarkable man’s story—his personal courage, daring, and superior marksmanship—has been
detailed in books and articles, but here author Peter Kilduff investigates the untold story, bringing
new light to missions and kills that have been previously steeped in controversy through
evenhanded, thorough research and forensic evidence. As so many of Bishop’s victories were
achieved during solo combat, the author examines and scrutinizes German, British, and
Canadian archival sources, Bishop’s private correspondence, and accounts by friends and foes.
Such an approach provides as complete an account as possible, in a valuable work featuring
many previously unpublished photographs. “Kilduff is not the first to conduct such an inquiry into
Bishop’s claim of 72 victories, but his book is by far the best researched . . . expertly laid out, with
photos of the aircraft mentioned by Bishop, particularly the German types. Kilduff has done a
marvelous and subtle job of showing how a real hero became larger than life.” —Aviation History
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1918IndexForeword‘History must speak for itself. A historian is content if he has been able to
shed more light.’– William L. Shirer1By the time the Armistice was signed, on 11 November
1918, William Avery Bishop – popularly known as Billy – was being hailed as the British Empire’s
highest-scoring fighter ace of World War I. Officially credited with being victorious in seventy-two
aerial combats2, Bishop became the third-ranking ace of the Great War belligerent nations. He
trailed only Germany’s Manfred Freiherr von Richthofen (with eighty confirmed aerial victories)
and France’s René Fonck (seventy-five confirmed victories). Richthofen and many other
prominent fighter aces were well known for leading squadrons into combat, but Bishop and
Fonck were among the fighter pilots who achieved most of their victories while flying alone.In
Bishop’s case, that ‘lone wolf’ tactic, which he practiced even as a squadron commander, freed
him to chase targets over German-held territory without having to look after less experienced
pilots. But that approach to aerial combat was more dangerous, making him more vulnerable to
adversaries’ attacks. And, with sparse corroboration of his air fighting claims, Bishop’s modus
operandi later left him open to questions about the veracity of his combat reports.This book will
demonstrate, however, that qualifications for air combat successes were not carefully defined
during the 1914-1918 war and ‘victories’ were awarded subjectively on both sides of the battle



lines; often those decisions were made by superiors far removed from the fighting.
Consequently, matching victors and victims is often difficult to do accurately. Assessing German
losses is hindered by the scarcity of official records due to the intentional burning of many
Luftstreitkräfte [German Air Force] documents in the field during the November 1918 retreat and
the near destruction of the Reichsarchiv [Imperial German Archives] outside Berlin by a British
bomber on 14 April 19453.Surviving German World War I records consist of a small number of
Luftstreitkräfte pilot and aircrew combat reports, air unit histories, and incomplete sets of
Kommandeur der Flieger [Officer in Charge of Aviation] weekly reports for various army corps.
To make this book as comprehensive as possible, this author drew on Luftstreitkräfte records
available in various German archives and other sources. That research included a thorough
examination of the most complete broad-view sources of German air operations, the
Nachrichtenblatt weekly intelligence summaries for the army and a compilation of similar
material for the Imperial Navy. Largely devoted to Western Front operations, both publications
reported selectively on individuals and units – and, as will be pointed out, there are flaws in
those reports. Post-war memoirs of German airmen filled some of the gaps, but were often very
subjective.Also to be considered from the German side is faulty record-keeping or even
obfuscation. One such occurrence was cited by 74 Squadron pilot and thirty-seven-victory ace
Wing Commander Ira T. Jones, DSO, MC, DFC, MM4. Between the wars he was attached to the
Royal Air Force Historical Section and worked with German counterparts, exchanging archival
and other material to help each side bring balance to official histories of their respective military
air arms between 1914 and 1918. After some time, he told official RAF Historian H.A. Jones (no
relation) that he questioned the ‘credence’ of German information provided5 and cited the
following example:‘On 19 June 1918, Major … Billy Bishop … who was then commanding 85
Squadron, shot down five Huns before breakfast and Captain [Arthur] Cobby, DSO, MC, DFC,
[of] 1 Australian Squadron, shot down one Hun after tea. These were the only victories claimed
on that day by the Royal Air Force.‘In reply to our query, the German Air Ministry said they had
lost neither pilots nor aircraft on 19 June. I know for a fact that that statement was a lie. Captain
Cobby’s victim was lying, riddled with bullets in [my squadron’s] hangar at Clairmarais North
Aerodrome, near St. Omer, on the evening in question.’6Cobby’s claim remains reinforced by a
war souvenir: the tail-skid of Jagdstaffel 7 pilot Unteroffizier [Corporal] Max Mertens’ Pfalz D.IIIa
in the Australian War Memorial in Canberra7. Also, a German aviation necrology compiled by
Major a.D. Wilhelm Zickerick, published in 19208 and updated in a more recent English-
language version9, lists nine air casualties for the day. That total included two Western Front
deaths, one of which was Uffz Mertens.10 The ‘Zickerick necrology’ covers aviation personnel
who died on any given day and does not infer that their deaths were combat related. The day’s
RAF War Diary entry confirms I.T. Jones’ contention that Bishop claimed five victories at about
9:58 am, which will be discussed later in this book, and Cobby’s one victory at 6:45
pm.11Various British reports refer to a wide range of air combat events, of which Captain
Cobby’s victory claim is easy to match with a known German loss. Yet, whatever happened that



day, the RAF awarded full aerial victory credits to Major Bishop, Captain Cobby and the crew of
a Bristol F.2B crewmen two-seat fighter.12 This book examines each of Bishop’s seventy-two
credited aerial victory claims to determine which ones can be identified through available British
and German archival sources – and to explain when other RFC/RAF victory claims cannot be
matched with German casualties.As this author has learned in over forty-five years of such
research, it is less complicated to reasonably identify British air casualties claimed by German
airmen. First, most such incidents occurred over German-held territory, where confirming
evidence could be retrieved. Second, the relative wealth of Allied materials found in such
resources as the UK’s National Archive at Kew greatly aids current researchers in identifying
Royal Flying Corps/Royal Air Force/Royal Naval Air Service casualties, as well as victors in
combats. Those men are named in British squadron combat reports, squadron record books,
RFC/RAF War Diary daily entries, RFC/RAF weekly Communiqués (with RNAS men’s activities
detailed in comparable reports and publications), nearly complete daily compilations of British
air losses (listing pilot/crew identifications, aircraft types and serial numbers and brief loss-
related texts), and much casualty and personal information that appeared in such publicly
available sources as Flight magazine.The multi-volume RAF history The War in the Air, chiefly
written by H.A. Jones and published from 1922 to 1937, contains a wealth of material, including
documentation from the Reichsarchiv. Personal memoirs in books and articles – including those
by and about Billy Bishop and his contemporaries – offered subjective but first-hand views of
events that occurred almost a century ago.However, thefts of British archival documents added
to the ravages of war. In the late 1980s, a rapacious thief stole a vast number of original RFC/
RNAS/RAF documents then held by the Public Record Office (PRO) – now called The National
Archive (TNA). That despicable occurrence, the scope of which was reportedly ‘over 15,000
First and Second World War Air Ministry and War Office records from the Public Record
Office’,13 has become another impediment to studying World War I aviation history.
Researchers now seeking access to various British air unit records are greeted by a cover note
attached to the files, dated 2 September and 7 October 1991, stating:‘Papers from records in
this class and six other classes of public records relating to air operations in the Wars of
1914-1918 and 1939-1945 … were discovered in 1989 and 1990 to be missing. Investigations
led to the conviction of a PRO reader on charges of theft and criminal damage; and many of the
papers were subsequently recovered.’ 14Many, perhaps, but not all – and there is no telling what
is missing.Billy Bishop himself created a problem with his historical legacy. As he retold his war
stories over the years, he embellished some of them in ways that conflicted with known facts.
Consequently, this book draws heavily on World War I-era documents and reports, as well as
Bishop’s letters to his fiancée (and later wife) Margaret Eaton Burden. To be sure, the letters
contain inflated drama or, conversely, assurance that ‘things aren’t all that bad’, as many a
young man in his early twenties would say or write to impress or comfort the most important
woman in his life. Bishop’s two books – Winged Warfare (1918) and Winged Peace (1944) – also
contain some useful information. But the official, often terse, World War I combat-related



documents are straightforward and unadorned.Long after Billy Bishop’s death, his achievements
were questioned by the 1982 film ‘The Kid Who Couldn’t Miss’, a docudrama produced by the
National Film Board of Canada. It combines fact and fiction to question Bishop’s World War I
accomplishments – e.g., alleging that his 2 June 1917 attack on a German airfield was entirely
fabricated. (See Chapter Eight.) Viewed as assaulting one of Canada’s greatest military heroes,
the film became the subject of extensive hearings in the Canadian parliament; much material
about the uproar can be found online.In 1995, retired RCAF Wing Commander Philip Markham,
a noted aviation historian, published his article ‘The Early Morning Hours of 2 June 1917’ in the
American journal Over the Front. That text was followed by articles and comments about
Bishop’s World War I career in the Cross & Cockade International journal in Britain (included in
this book’s Bibliography). Then, in 2002, Canadian history writer Brereton Greenhous published
The Making of Billy Bishop – The First World War Exploits of Billy Bishop, VC. He used some –
but not all – of the Bishop letters that appear in this volume, noting that he had ‘mixed feelings
about using them to question and partially destroy the reputation of their originator’. 15This book
considers dispassionately Billy Bishop’s life and military aviation achievements. It seeks to
understand the Canadian flying ace, who some people are so quick to criticise and denigrate.
Conjecture is inevitable, but this author has tried to use it minimally and let the facts speak for
themselves. This author’s views on Billy Bishop reflect a principle of the 20th Century American
journalist and historian William L. Shirer, who wrote: ‘History must speak for itself. A historian is
content if he has been able to shed more light.’16While researching and writing this book, this
author received help from many friends and colleagues and notes with gratitude the kind efforts,
encouragement and information provided by the following people and their institutions: Lt.-Col.
David Bashow, OMM, CD, RCAF (Ret.) and Editor-in-Chief of Canadian Military Journal; Carl J.
Bobrow, Museum Specialist, Collections Processing Unit, National Air and Space Museum/
Smithsonian Institution; the late Dr. Gustav Bock for sharing his monumental German aviation
historical research; Valerie Casbourn, Assistant Archivist, Canadian Directorate of History and
Heritage; Director and Chief Curator Virginia Eichhorn and Museums Curator Mindy Gill at the
Billy Bishop Home and Museum; Ann Y. Evans, Springs Close Family Archives; Kate Jackson,
Assistant Archivist, Grey Roots Museum & Archives; Major Mathias Joost, RCAF, Operational
Records Team, Directorate of History and Heritage; Stephanie Jozwiak, Referat, Bundesarchiv
Militärarchiv Freiburg; Dr. Kristine Larsen, Professor of Physics and Astronomy, Central
Connecticut State University; Dr. Wolfgang Mährle, Oberarchivrat, Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart;
author Dan McCaffery; Johannes Moosdiele, M.A., Archivrat, Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv
Militärarchiv München; Murdo Morrison, Editor of Flight International magazine; Public Editor
Sylvia Stead and Stephanie Chambers at the Toronto Globe and Mail; Pat Watson, New Britain
Public Library; and Kimberly Farrington and Ewa Wolynska of the Elihu Burritt Library of Central
Connecticut State University exemplify the valued help I have received from my alma
mater.Photographs have been important to this research and the author is grateful to friends and
colleagues who have generously shared images for this book: Colin Huston, Trevor Henshaw,



Dr. Volker Koos, Dan McCaffery, Colin A. Owers, Alex Revell, and Greg VanWyngarden, who has
also been helpful in other aspects of the research project that led to this book.Other friends and
colleagues who have helped in many ways include: Rainer Absmeier, Trudy Baumann, Dr. Lance
J. Bronnenkant, Trevor Henshaw, Paul S. Leaman, Oberleutnant Sebastian Rosenboom, Gunnar
Söderbaum, Dr. James Streckfuss and Lothair Vanoverbeke.Sincere thanks also go to this cadre
of friends: Ronny Bar for his excellent colour artwork portraying aircraft flown by Billy Bishop,
Judy and Karl Kilduff and my long-time friend and mentor David E. Smith for their helpful review
of and comments on the manuscript, my cultural mentor Klaus Littwin for helping locate
important research sources, my commercial pilot friend James F. Miller for helping me
understand various aspects of powered flight, and Stewart K. Taylor for sharing his
encyclopaedic knowledge of Canadian personnel and flight operations in World War I.Finally, a
review of this book’s bibliography will show that a number of seminal World War I aviation history
research books have been published by Grub Street, a fact that makes this author pleased to be
affiliated with this publisher.Peter KilduffNew Britain, ConnecticutAugust 2014CHAPTER
ONEThe Lone Wolf Strikes‘Ambition was born in my breast, and … along with this new ambition
there was born in me as well a distinct dislike for all two-seated German flying machines… Many
people think of the two-seater as a superior fighting machine because of its greater gun-power.
But to me [it] always seemed [to be] fair prey and an easy target …’– William A. Bishop1Tuesday,
28 May 1918 was a mostly sunny day2, heralding the arrival of summer. In the sky over Ypres,
Belgium, a dark mottled German two-seat biplane circled the war-ravaged old city, occasionally
swooping low over buildings and roads pummelled into the Flemish soil during nearly four years
of artillery and troop assaults. With fierce Allied resistance to another German assault now
underway, it was too dangerous for the aeroplane continually to orbit overhead, where it could
be seen against the sky.Every time the two-seater rose up, it headed north west, so the aerial
observer could view British artillery units firing at German positions. Through high-powered
binoculars, he looked for big red muzzle flashes. Like a high-altitude sniper armed with a
wireless telegraph, once he spotted his quarry, he tapped out its location to a ground station,
which directed artillery units against the British gun emplacement. The observer sent messages
confirming target hits or to adjust their fire.The Rumpler C.VII was Germany’s premier high-
altitude reconnaissance aeroplane. Powered by a 240-hp super-compressed Maybach engine,
the two-seater could reach altitudes approaching 24,000 feet. (Greg VanWyngarden)Line-up of
Royal Aircraft Factory S.E.5a fighters assigned to 85 Squadron, RAF. Billy Bishop flew the
aeroplane in the foreground – C.1904 – in the last thirteen aerial combats in which he was
credited with aerial victories. (Greg VanWyngarden)Eyes in the SkyThe experienced observer,
twenty-three-year-old Leutnant der Reserve [Second-Lieutenant, Reserves] Hanns-Gerd Rabe,
knew that Allied single-seat fighters would be looking for his aeroplane. He and his pilot,
Unteroffizier [Corporal] Peter Johannes, scanned the skies for tell-tale distant specks – Allied
aircraft bent on shooting them down in order to save lives among their own ground
forces.Johannes drew Rabe’s attention to a small, growing spot in the distance. It turned out to



be a lone British single- seat aeroplane. Rabe later recalled:‘It was quite far off, so I was not
worried about one Tommy fighterplane. Then he seemed to have disappeared, perhaps to find a
more opportune target.‘I returned to looking at the target area with my binoculars, watching for
the next shell to hit. Suddenly an S.E.5a fighter aeroplane came between me and the target and
filled my view. It was gaining fast and through the binoculars I could see the aeroplane as if I
were next to it. The first thing I noticed was the white octagon insignia on the fuselage side and a
big white letter next to it. I recognised the symbols from a report I had read recently. Mein Gott! It
was Bishop, the British Richthofen!‘We had to make a fast dive for our lines. The engine was not
yet at full power, so I leaned over to my pilot and yelled: “Dive for home! Right now or we are
done for!”‘He gave full power and pushed the machine over into a streaking dive eastwards. I
looked through the binoculars at Mr. Bishop, who became smaller and smaller, and I was
overjoyed that we had managed to elude this master fighter pilot. If given a choice, I would
always avoid combat and the possible loss of the exposed photographic plates and notes I had
made earlier in the flight.’3Fl.-Abt (A) 253 observer Ltn.d.Res Hanns-Gerd Rabe (left) and his
pilot, Uffz Peter Johannes (middle), also flew low-level reconnaissance missions in Hannover
Cl.IIIa 2714/18. The ‘bird’ insignia on the fuselage alludes to the name Rabe [Raven]. Aircraft
mechanic Noll is at right. (Author’s Collection)Wary of tricks, Rabe tightly gripped the stock of his
machine gun. He was ready to fend off any aeroplane that attacked from behind or – even worse
– from above, with the sun at its back, making it difficult to see. Likewise, Johannes readied his
forward-firing machine gun in case any adversary impeded their retreat.Rabe’s decision was
vindicated that evening, when he and Johannes were back at Flieger-Abteilung (A) 253’s airfield
at Pont à Marcq, France, some seventeen miles south east of Ypres. Their comrades agreed that
the lone British attacker must have been the (then) forty-eight-victory fighter ace Major William
A. Bishop, VC, DSO and Bar, MC, and that there was no shame in declining to fight such a
formidable opponent.4Major William A. Bishop, VC, DSO and Bar, MC, was a forty-eight-victory
ace when he pursued Ltn.d.Res Rabe and Uffz Johannes on 28 May 1918. (Directorate of
History and Heritage, Department of National Defence photo RE-16579-1)The Albatros D.III
enjoyed a long service life. Seen here is an aeroplane built by the company’s subsidiary OAW
(East German Albatros Works) in Schneidemühl and decorated in summer 1918 national
insignia. (Dr. Volker Koos)At age twenty-four, Billy Bishop enjoyed a formidable reputation
among German airmen, who whispered his name with fear.5 But later that morning, Billy – as he
was called by most people – was still angry with himself for failing to shoot down the two-
seater.After lunch Bishop flew another solo hunting mission, heading eastward toward
Courtemarck, where he attacked two Albatros biplane fighters. At day’s end, his usual high
spirits were restored by his latest successes and he easily dismissed the opponent that got
away. He wrote about it to his wife:‘I went up to the lines this morning and only succeeded in
frightening a fat two-seater to death. He ran for all he was worth, so I didn’t follow. This
afternoon, however, was my lucky moment. I spied nine Albatros [fighters] under me … The two
back ones were higher than the rest, so I went after them. They saw me when I was 150 yards



away. I opened fire on one, twenty rounds, and passed on to the second one, who was doing a
climbing turn. I [put] thirty rounds into him and then zoomed and saw the second one burst into
flames. Then looking over, the first one, 600 feet lower, [was] also in flames. I then left well
enough alone and cleared off, easily getting away from the remainder.’ 6Conflicting ReportsThat
letter is the most detailed surviving account of Billy’s combat activities on 28 May 1918. Copies
of combat reports about his morning and afternoon patrols have not been found in the UK
National Archives or in any other such known resource in Britain or Canada. He was credited
with scoring his forty-ninth and fiftieth aerial victories7 in that day’s entry in the Royal Air Force
War Diary. They were among twenty-eight EA [enemy aeroplanes] credited as having been shot
down by RAF airmen that day.8 Yet, the German weekly Nachrichtenblatt [air intelligence
summary] for the period listed only eight losses – three aircraft reported missing and five shot
down across the entire Western Front.9 A post-war German aviation necrology,10 however, lists
twenty-three air-related deaths on 28 May 1918; of that number nineteen occurred over the
Western Front.11Determining which of those casualties Billy Bishop caused is complicated by
reports from the German 4th Army air staff, over whose sector the Canadian pilot’s combats
occurred. Hauptmann [Captain] Helmuth Wilberg, who was the 4th Army’s officer in charge of
aviation, reported five casualties within his area that day. His listing included Gefreiter [Lance-
Corporal] Peisker, a pilot with the Pfalz D.IIIa-equipped fighter unit Jagdstaffel 7, who was
reported as being ‘lightly injured while making an emergency landing’.12 But Jasta 7’s
commanding officer, Ltn.d.Res Josef Jacobs, had not mentioned Gefr Peisker’s incident in his
war diary; rather, he recorded that another pilot, Uffz Sicho, ‘had been shot up by an S.E.5a and
was wounded in the arm and upper leg’.13 Jacobs stated that Sicho’s wounds resulted from an
early morning encounter with ‘five S.E.5s who were [fighting] with a formation of Albatros D.V’
aircraft.14The preceding assemblage of casualty information does not help identify which
German aircraft or unit Billy encountered, but it demonstrates the confusing array of facts to be
considered in arriving at a hypothesis. Further, in his letter that evening, Billy Bishop said he saw
both Albatros fighters on fire. Possibly, one or both German pilots managed to extinguish the
flames or make a ‘controlled crash’ that wrecked the aircraft but did not kill the pilots.One
remarkable aspect about aerial combat during World War I is that, often, opponents were able to
recognise each other. Easily the best-known example is the series of red (or mostly red) fighter
aircraft flown by Germany’s top-scoring fighter ace, Rittmeister [Cavalry Captain] Manfred
Freiherr von Richthofen, the pilot to whom Ltn.d.Res Rabe alluded when he recognised Bishop
pursuing him on 28 May. In addition to being easily identified in the air, Richthofen’s distinctive
aircraft helped create a bogey-man image, which at least put his opponents on edge. Similarly,
Billy’s rapid rise to high-scoring ace status made him of high interest to his German
counterparts. Shared word-of-mouth descriptions of Allied squadron markings (often revealed in
prisoner of war interrogations) and the sight of a fighter aircraft, whose pilot was so bold as to
operate like a lone wolf, convinced Rabe that a single S.E.5a bearing a white octagon and large
white number on the fuselage must have been Billy Bishop’s. Rabe’s letter home, describing the



date, time of day and location of his encounter matched the incident that Bishop described to his
wife. That historical evidence led this author to conclude that Rabe and Bishop most likely had
an aerial encounter over Ypres.There are many facets to Billy Bishop’s story. Before delving into
the air combat role for which he is best known, the man and events that shaped him should be
considered.Family HistoryBilly Bishop was descended from people with strong convictions and
the courage to act on them. An example of those qualities is his Puritan ancestor John Seaman,
who left England in 1630, during the tumultuous reign of King Charles I, for a more stable life in
North America. Seaman sailed aboard one of eleven ships led by John Winthrop to the
Massachusetts Bay Colony. From there, Seaman set out for neighbouring Connecticut and then
to Long Island, where he found success.15Well over a century later, when increasing numbers
of American colonists sought independence from England, Bishop’s maternal great-great-
grandfather, Caleb Seaman II, remained loyal to the British crown. Following the American
Revolution and the subsequent British troop withdrawal in 1783, Seaman was continually
harassed about his sentiments. Consequently, six years later, he and his wife and their two
children moved to Canada, where Caleb became a blacksmith near the village of
Rockville.16Caleb’s son Nehemiah married the daughter of another loyalist-émigré family,
Margaret McCready. Their daughter, Eliza Ann Seaman, married Hiram Kilbourn in 1838 and, as
a result of that union, the Bishop name entered the family history. After the Kilbourns moved17 to
‘the boom town of Owen Sound … [a] port on Georgian Bay, the world’s largest fresh-water
bay’,18 they established a tannery. As the business grew, in 1853 they hired nineteen-year-old
leatherworker Eleazar Wilson Bishop. He fell in love with the Kilbourns’ sixteen-year-old
daughter and only child, Sarah Sophia; the following year the couple ran away to be married.Billy
Bishop’s parents, Will and Margaret, at home in Owen Sound, Ontario. The elder Bishop was
clerk of the High Court and registrar of the Surrogate Court for Grey County and always dressed
accordingly. (Billy Bishop Home and Museum)Eleazar Bishop tried several business ventures
and went broke. Then, his wife took charge of supporting the family, eventually six children.
Sarah worked all day long at cooking, cleaning, sewing and other domestic work. Eleazar and
Sarah’s oldest son, William Avery Bishop, showed such promise that his mother saved money to
send him to Osgoode Hall (now part of York University), one of Canada’s leading law schools.
But before Will Bishop, as he was known, left to pursue his studies he became engaged to
Margaret Louise Greene.19The red brick house at 948 Third Avenue West in Owen Sound,
where Billy Bishop lived until he entered the Royal Military College. The house is now the Billy
Bishop Home and Museum, which kindly provided this pre-World War I photograph.The couple
set out on a much more successful life path than Will’s parents had. Arthur Bishop
noted:‘Margaret Louise … and Will Bishop … grew up together. They were married soon after
Will returned to practice [law] in Owen Sound and Will staked his future by building an elegant
Victorian home for his bride. They moved into it just before their first son … was born in 1884.’
20Thursday’s ChildThat child was named Reginald Worth Bishop, and went by Worth; a good
student who set a good example for other siblings to come. A 1903 graduate of Canada’s Royal



Military College, Worth was successful in his military and civilian endeavours.21 A second son,
Kilbourne, was born in 1886, but died at age seven. On Thursday, 8 February 1894, ‘their third
son was born, an eleven-pound baby with a full head of blond hair and bright blue eyes. True to
the line in an old fortune telling children’s rhyme – ‘Thursday’s child has far to go’ 22– the
younger Bishop boy had quite a future ahead of him. He was named after his father, William
Avery23, but he was not listed as ‘Junior’; rather, he was called Billy. The following year, the
Bishops’ last child was born; baptised as Mary Louise, she became known as Louie.24Will
Bishop became involved in Liberal Party politics in the 1896 national election and, two years
later, he was appointed as clerk of the High Court and registrar of the Surrogate Court for Grey
County.25 Will Bishop had an office in the local court house and, following the custom of the
time, he wore formal attire. His younger son looked and acted very much like Will and so
Margaret Louise dressed Billy in similar finery.The youngster’s well-dressed look was noticed by
male schoolmates who singled out boys who were ‘different’ from them. The more aggressive
lads criticised Billy’s fine clothes and his disdain for competitive team sports; rather, he enjoyed
‘shooting, riding and swimming’. 26 He ‘was undoubtedly the only pre-teenaged boy in Owen
Sound who enjoyed attending [dancing] classes …’ 27Consequently, Billy ‘developed
formidable fighting skills and won the respect of his peers with his fists in numerous schoolyard
scraps’.28 Indeed, he augmented his physical toughening with hand-eye coordination skills that
would serve him well as a fighter pilot. His father bought Billy a membership in the local YMCA,
where executing good shots in the billiard room challenged his manual dexterity.Next, the
teenager received a .22-calibre rifle and practiced marksmanship, a skill that would help him
when he became an air fighter. Spurred by the incentive of twenty-five cents for every squirrel he
shot, Billy learned the art of deflection shooting – aiming his gun beyond a moving target to
anticipate its movement – and earned quite a few dollars for his talent.Billy Bishop and his sister,
Mary Louise, were very close, as this childhood view shows. (Billy Bishop Home and Museum)A
Budding AviatorIn 1910, sixteen-year-old Billy Bishop built and tested his own ‘flying machine’,
actually an unpowered glider. Based on newspaper photos of contemporary aircraft, he
constructed a craft out of a crate and other wood, cardboard and bed sheets, all held together
with heavy string. After his ‘flight’, the local newspaper charitably called Billy’s craft ‘a real credit
to the inventive mind of this lad’. 29Arthur Bishop’s book offered a more critical view:‘[Billy]
hauled it off to the roof of the family home, took his place in the orange-crate cockpit, and
skidded down the steep roof into space. His descent was more a nose-dive than a flight. The
twenty-eight-foot fall demolished the machine, but Billy scrambled out of the wreckage with no
more than a bruised knee and a scratched ear … [The] incident …[became] the first of many
violent contacts between the earth’s surface and aircraft piloted by William Avery Bishop, near
disasters which became known simply as “Bishop landings”.’ 30Immediately after the incident,
his sister Louie helped clean him up and dispose of the wreckage. But she sought
compensation. One of her friends was hosting a girl from Toronto and asked whether Billy, who
was popular with the local young ladies, would take the guest to a local dance. Billy agreed to



consider the out-of-town girl. Louie invited her friend and the other girl, Margaret Burden, over for
refreshments on the veranda, where Billy viewed the new girl from behind dining room
curtains.Billy Bishop presenting a dapper look in his Royal Military College cadet uniform. (DHH/
DND photo RE-21098)The Girl from TorontoBilly liked what he saw and, as if struck by lightning,
became totally smitten by Margaret. From that point forward, he spent all of his free time with
her. Early Bishop biographer Alan Hynd described the quickly blossoming love between the
young couple:‘Billy was an outdoor boy, and he used to point out to her [the] gaily coloured birds
that a … girl never saw in the city. [Margaret] talked about him so much that the two families
eventually became acquainted. Fall came, and she went away. But she didn’t forget, and neither
did he.’ 31In this case, however, the course of young love had to overcome a big obstacle.
Margaret was born into one of country’s wealthiest families. Her grandfather was Timothy Eaton,
founder of the Canadian retail empire that bore his name. As Arthur Bishop described his
parents’ early situation:‘It was a strangely democratic confrontation of the grandson of the least
successful merchant of Owen Sound and the granddaughter of the most successful merchant of
all Canada … At the time that Eleazar’s grandson took Timothy’s granddaughter dancing,
Eleazar had not earned a dollar for many a year – and Timothy had ceased counting his millions.’
32Margaret’s parents, Charles and Margaret Burden, did not encourage a romantic attachment
between their daughter and the unpromising lad from Owen Sound. Indeed, her father tried to
break up the relationship several times. 33Billy Bishop had little to offer Margaret. He was an
unenthusiastic student with no plans for the future. In a discussion with the boy’s parents, the
local high school principal once described Billy in an unwittingly prescient way: ‘As far as I can
see, the only thing your son is good at is fighting.’34 But Billy was in love and made up his mind
to win Margaret’s heart – and allay her parents’ fears that he would not amount to much.The
Royal Military CollegeBilly demonstrated his serious intent, on 8 February 1911 – his
seventeenth birthday – when he applied for admission to the Royal Military College of Canada.
The RMC trained future officers and conferred a degree that would benefit them when they left
military service.Billy Bishop’s RMC tenure from August 1911 until September 1914 has been
portrayed unfavourably in some published accounts. However, J. Ross McKenzie, curator of the
RMC Museum, drew on existing college records to produce a 1990 essay35 that offers more
accurate views of Billy’s cadet days, as follows.Billy is said to have lived in the shadow of his
older brother, Worth, who reportedly achieved ‘the highest standing of any cadet in the history of
[the] RMC’ up to that time.36 College records show that Worth Bishop ‘did reasonably well’ and
placed ‘ten out of twenty- six on graduation’.37Billy was accepted as RMC Gentleman Cadet
No. 943, ‘having placed forty-second out of the forty-three men who passed the entrance
exam’.38 According to Arthur Bishop, on the evening of Monday, 28 August 1911,39 ‘Billy and
forty [sic] other nervous recruits entered the ancient complex of stone buildings on the banks of
the St. Lawrence [River] … across the harbour from the city of Kingston, Ontario’. 40At that time,
the ‘RMC had a three-year programme and … classes were known from junior to senior as the
3rd Class, 2nd Class and 1st Class’.41 In addition to military drill exercises, the college provided



classes in ‘mathematics, physics, English, French, civil and military engineering, and military
tactics’, as well as such extracurricular activities as ‘boxing, football, hockey, gymnastics,
aquatics … cricket and horsemanship …’42RMC offered the advantages of a civilian university,
with the prospect of an interesting career. But the college’s rigid discipline and stern life were as
cold as the institution’s century-old stone walls. An RMC history points out from Billy Bishop’s
experience that ‘each first-year man was soundly trounced every Saturday night on the theory
that seniors, however vigilant, must have overlooked some recruit crimes during the week.
Bishop [said he] was “profoundly distressed by the indignities” of his first year at the college,
which included being compelled to eat a live spider.’ 43Billy dared not raise his very effective
fists against his tormentors, a breach of conduct that would have resulted in his expulsion from
the college. But he ended an altogether dreary first year by being ‘suspended … a punishment
short of expulsion, [which] was rarely used’. 44 McKenzie’s examination of the records showed
that during Billy’s 1911-1912 academic year he was caught cheating on a year-end examination.
It was a serious charge and ‘college authorities would not hesitate to expel cadets [for it]’,
McKenzie noted. But, ‘while [Bishop’s] transgression was serious, [he] was obviously deemed
worthy of a second chance’. 45Surely, Billy felt too ashamed to return home for a summer
respite. Instead, he prevailed upon his brother to help find a temporary job. At the time Worth
Bishop was a government engineer on a canal navigation system and secured a spot for Billy as
a timekeeper. The work gave the younger man time to reflect on his first year away from home. It
also provided Worth an opportunity to counsel Billy to improve his performance at the
RMC.46While he had been granted provisional second-year status, Billy had to spend another
year at the college. If he failed the test again, his RMC days would be over. True to his word, Billy
worked harder and bolstered his academic record. McKenzie notes: ‘In his repeated 3rd Class
year, the academic year 1912-1913, Bishop showed marked improvement, he placed twenty-
third out of forty-two, a respectable showing’.47Billy Bishop’s third year at RMC has been
characterised as ‘an epic of rules broken and discipline scorned. His regular sorties – legal and
illegal – into Kingston town to rendezvous with girls became the talk of the stone frigate.’48 That
account includes allegations of lying to a superior officer and using crib notes on a final
examination, which, if true, could have resulted in Billy Bishop’s expulsion. Yet, RMC Museum
Curator McKenzie, who had unique access to various college administrative paperwork, pointed
out: ‘There is absolutely nothing to suggest that a “cheating” incident took place in [May] 1914.
Bishop’s marks did drop, however. He placed thirty-third out of thirty-four. Not quite the goat, but
close …’ 49McKenzie’s research shows that at the end of the 1913-1914 academic year Billy
Bishop was not eligible for graduation. Yet, as McKenzie noted: ‘… even though he was one year
behind … his original classmates … Billy was still apparently one of the gang …’ 50Further,
addressing accounts that Billy Bishop did not return to RMC, McKenzie points to records that
show that Billy reported back on ‘28 August 1914, as did all but one member of the new 1st
Class’. Further, ‘[Billy] Bishop, now a senior, was appointed [by the college commandant] a
lance-corporal; of his other classmates, three received no appointment at all. One week later …



he was appointed to corporal … [Thus], despite his poor academic showing, Bishop was given
some rank. He was deemed worthy of trust. Nothing here suggests he was under a cloud …’
51By that time, events in Europe since the assassination of Austro-Hungarian Archduke Franz
Ferdinand and his wife Sophie in June 1914 had escalated to a state of war. The Triple Entente
of Britain, France and Russia faced the Central Powers led by the German and Austro-
Hungarian Empires.As young men in all the belligerent nations flocked to recruiting stations, at
the RMC fifteen of Billy’s classmates left the college on Wednesday, 16 September to accept
special commissions in the British Army. Twelve days later, the RMC commandant, Colonel (later
Brigadier-General) Lancelot R. Carleton, DSO52, forwarded Billy’s application to join the war
effort:‘I have the honour to request that Gentleman Cadet W.A. Bishop may have leave to
withdraw from the college as he is applying for a commission in the 9th Mississauga Horse, at
the request of the officer commanding that Corps, and has his father’s consent.’ 53On
Wednesday, 30 September, Billy was recorded as being discharged from the RMC ‘at parents’
request’,54 a term that McKenzie explains ‘seems to have been used in the [RMC] ledger for
every departure from the college except for those resulting from graduation, academic failure, or
expulsion … The timing of Bishop’s departure from RMC is therefore not at all suspicious. His
low academic standing no doubt ensured he wasn’t [granted] one of the special commissions,
but the departure of his friends may well have stirred him to act on his own.’55At the beginning of
World War I, ‘Canada was woefully short of officers’, Arthur Bishop wrote. He noted that his
father’s ‘military training, albeit incomplete, and his ability to ride a horse, won him quick
acceptance’ into a local military unit. 56 The same day he was discharged from the RMC, former
Cadet No. 943 William Avery Bishop was commissioned as a lieutenant in the Mississauga
Horse57, a Toronto-based cavalry detachment of the 2nd Canadian Division.He could not have
imagined that this action would propel him to the British Empire’s highest honours and world
fame.CHAPTER TWOLong Journey to the Front‘I suppose we’ll get used to all manner of sordid
things in this horrible business.’ – William A. Bishop1Between the time Billy Bishop left the Royal
Military College in Kingston, Ontario and joined the Mississauga Horse detachment, he visited
Margaret Burden at her home in Toronto to explain why he needed to join the war effort. She
understood that his military exercises were over and now he wanted to go overseas and – even
though she could hardly imagine the horrible war that awaited him – she accepted the news
bravely. ‘Of course you’re going to enlist, Billy,’ she said. ‘I would expect it of you – and I know it’s
what you want to do anyway. I just pray that the war will not last too long.’ 2However, Billy (also
called ‘Bish’) did not ship out with the Mississauga Horse.3 Due to pneumonia and an allergy
that defied identification, he ended up in a military hospital. After returning to duty, in January
1915, he was transferred to the 7th Canadian Mounted Rifles, commanded by Lieutenant-
Colonel Elton Ibbotson Leonard, an RMC classmate of Worth Bishop’s. Billy’s shooting and
weapons maintenance skills probably led him to be placed in charge of the unit’s machine
guns.4In addition to his technical talents, Billy’s genial nature made him popular with 7th CMR
enlisted men. George Stirrett, then a corporal in the unit, later recalled:‘Bish was a nice fellow for



an officer! He treated us more like buddies than subordinates ... We slept in a drafty barn and,
one night, he reached into the straw and pulled out a bottle of brandy and shared it with us. He’d
smuggled it out of [Col.] Leonard’s headquarters! Maybe it was because he was the youngest
officer in the camp, but he was well liked by the fellows who had to take orders from him.’
5Stirrett also recalled Billy’s talent with a drum-fed Lewis machine gun:‘Bish would just riddle a
target that the rest of us could barely see. The instructors would keep putting it further back, until
it was just a tiny black dot, and he’d shoot it to ribbons … he put every damn’ bullet on target. He
never missed. I … recall the instructor shaking his head and saying, “If Bishop doesn’t kill
himself in training, he’ll win the war by himself.”’ 6Later the regiment was moved to London,
Ontario, where all of its horses were sent out to Canadian troops already in Europe. Billy was
selecting a new horse for himself, on Tuesday, 6 April 1915, when he had a bad accident. While
recuperating in Victoria Hospital, he described it to Margaret:Lieutenant W.A. Bishop, fourth from
right, with other officers of the 7th Canadian Mounted Rifles in London, Ontario, prior to sailing
for England. (DHH/DND photo RE-22063)‘One of my new horses reared and fell back on me …
it really is a wonder it didn’t crush me to death. It made rather a mess of my head and face, as it
shoved my head right into the ground. My nose is, of course, broken and quite swollen and I
can’t see out of one eye … [My] face is scraped a bit and my head [is] a series of bumps and
bruises. My body is pretty well bruised, too, and I have two broken ribs. I’m all stuck up in
plasters and bandages … so not very cheerful. Don’t worry, dearest, the doctor says I shall
probably be able to move around by Monday [8 April].’ 7Much improved, the following week, Billy
wrote:‘This morning I … had a glorious ride. I am in charge of the equitation class now and
merely ride out and instruct [the men]. Any time I feel like it I take a good little canter off by
myself, and my mare is feeling fine. I talked to her all morning about you and she sends her very
best love to you.’ 8Billy Bishop wrote to Margaret throughout his wartime service. His letters,
typed copies of which are preserved in Canada’s Directorate of History and Heritage,
Department of National Defence, offer his thoughts and aspirations with a degree of candour not
found in other sources. They also show the maturing effect that the course of the war had on
him. He became impatient with and bored by the slow pace of events in April and May. But
twenty-one-year-old Billy had little concept of the massive logistics involved as Great Britain
marshalled men and matériel from throughout her empire to fight in the first truly worldwide
military conflict in history.Billy and Margaret EngagedBefore he left Canada, Billy secured the
hope of a future for him and Margaret by formally proposing to her. The event is not recorded
among his letters, but their son Arthur recounted the moment as it was remembered within the
family:‘She accepted him, but at the romantic moment when he should have slipped the
[engagement] ring on her finger he realised in panic he had forgotten to buy a ring. Margaret was
gracious about the oversight. “Your RMC ring will do for now,” she said.’ 9Billy Bishop and
Margaret Burden in Toronto at the time of their engagement. (DHH/DND photo
RE-22064)Finally, on 8 June, the 7th Canadian Mounted Rifles were transported from London,
Ontario to Montreal to board SS Caledonia, a 9,223-ton British passenger ship built in 1904 and,



a decade later, converted into a troop ship to carry over 3,000 men and 200-plus horses. 10 Billy
Bishop’s impressions of his first sea voyage began with mixed feelings:‘As we pulled out of
Montreal, crowds cheered and waved like mad. Every whistle within miles blew furiously and our
men sang “God Save the King” and cheered back. It was very impressive ...’ 11Just over a week
later, Billy experienced a harsh reality of war. He wrote:‘Three horses died during the night,
making a total of eight lost so far. And we will lose a lot more during the next couple of days, as
there are a lot of the poor beasts sick. They stand as long as they can, then we move away the
next horse and put straw in the double stall thus made, and the poor devil lies down and usually
passes away. In about fifteen minutes, overboard he goes. The ship swings sharply to avoid the
carcass touching the screw and then rights itself. It is horribly cold-blooded. I often wonder what
the other horses think. However, I suppose we’ll get used to all manner of sordid things in this
horrible business.’ 12In England at LastThe danger of German submarines increased as SS
Caledonia drew closer to England. On the final night of the ship’s voyage, Tuesday, 22 June,
heavy fog blanketed the sea lanes approaching south-west England. After near collisions among
Canadian convoy ships preparing to dock, Caledonia took a position off shore at about 4:00 am
on the 23rd. Twelve hours later the ship tied up at Plymouth. That evening Billy wrote:‘The
people here certainly know how to welcome you. As the ship was towed into the harbour to the
naval yards, crowds formed and cheered wildly. Then, after we got on the train [to Canterbury],
all through England, every person who sighted us dropped whatever they were doing to wave
and cheer. It was great …’ 13Billy was young enough to enjoy the adulation of his early days in
England, but the 7th CMR’s brief stay in Canterbury also had a sobering effect. It also provided
his first look at combat aeroplanes:‘Yesterday [13 July] we could hear firing all day from France
and see clouds of smoke rising up. There was a big battle on and the sky was full of aeroplanes.
The Channel was cleared of fishing boats … by a fleet of destroyers and last night everybody in
the villages round about stayed in their houses as a Zeppelin [airship] raid was expected … I’d
like to see one of the things.’ 14That was as close as Billy Bishop got to combat action. After
almost two months in England, he and his comrades grew impatient with routine patrol ‘rides’ in
good weather and bad. And, towards the end of July, Billy found he was not as hearty as he
thought himself to be, as described in a letter from Helena Hospital in London:‘Don’t be worried
when you see that I am in hospital, as I came here yesterday [Saturday, 24 July] and expect to
leave tomorrow or perhaps Tuesday … The chill I got on our bivouac knocked me partially out of
working order and, as a tent is a poor place to get over a chill, they sent me here for a few days
… It is a very nice hospital and at the present full of wounded officers. Poor chaps, a lot are
being sent home for good every day.’ 15Drawn to the RFCSome two years later, writing his first
memoir, Billy recalled a defining moment in his life in the summer of 1915:‘It was the mud that
made me take to flying. I had fully expected that going into battle would mean for me [to be in]
the saddle of a galloping charger, instead of the snug little cock-pit of a modern aeroplane. The
mud, on a certain day in … 1915, changed my whole career in the war ...‘[That day] I had
succeeded in getting myself mired to the knees when suddenly, from somewhere out of the



storm, appeared a trim little aeroplane. It landed hesitatingly in a nearby field as if scorning to
brush its wings against so sordid a landscape; then [was] away again into the clean grey
mists.‘How long I stood there, gazing into the distance, I do not know, but when I turned to slog
my way back through the mud my mind was made up. I knew there was only one place to be on
such a day – up above the clouds and in the summer sunshine. I was going into the battle that
way. I was going to meet the enemy in the air.’ 16Billy Bishop set out to achieve this goal by
looking for Royal Flying Corps officers who could tell him ‘how a man went about the business of
getting away from horses, baled hay and mud – in short, how he acquired wings’. Billy’s resolve
soon paid off. He wrote to Margaret during a trip to London:‘Back in town again and for a reason
which will surprise you very much. I got a note from an officer … on the staff of the Royal Flying
Corps whom I had met [at the Grand Hotel] in Folkestone, asking me to call him at the War
Office today. I had no idea what it was about, but I came hot foot, as a summons to the WO is
something to make a poor subaltern tremble. Anyway … he enlightened me … [about] a vacancy
in the RFC for an observing officer. (There are two kinds, pilots and observing officers.) And he
offered it to me IF I can get transferred from the Canadians. I am to call him again at 12:45 and
see Lord Cecil, whoever he is … and will know more then.’ 17Billy’s appointment was with Lord
Hugh Cecil, youngest son of three-term British Prime Minister Lord Robert Cecil and a well-
connected Member of Parliament. The forty-six-year-old politician held a deceptive-sounding
lieutenant’s commission in the RFC, but it was more like a lord lieutenant’s position. As Billy
learned, one of Lord Cecil’s government duties was to be in charge of RFC aircrew recruitment.
18That night, Billy wrote to Margaret:‘[Lord] Cecil and he offered me a commission in the Royal
Flying Corps just as soon as I can get my application through Canadian Divisional HQ. I go back
to camp on Monday [9 August] and will see the colonel at once about getting my application
signed … Oh, it is great luck, and to think a chance acquaintance should be of such importance
to me. Incidentally, the pay in the RFC is much higher than any other branch of the service, extra
pay being given for every flight you make.’ 19Billy did not tell Margaret that he wanted to become
a pilot and was told that it could take as long as a year to qualify. While that was too long for the
man of action Billy felt himself to be, there was ‘a great need for observers’.20 That would be a
good place to start.Billy was overjoyed when Colonel Leonard readily agreed to approve his
transfer to the RFC. The future aviator dashed off a note to Margaret, seeking her moral support
and endorsement for what he thought was a ‘really wonderful [opportunity] and don’t worry your
pretty head, not a risky one at all. One is so seldom really up in the air and truly the casualties
are very small. Oh, Darling, say you are glad that I’m doing it.’21Zeppelins OverheadOn the night
of 12-13 August 1915 the air war came close to Billy Bishop and the 7th Canadian Mounted
Rifles when two German dirigibles – the Zeppelin-built craft L.10 and L.11 – carried out a raid
along the Suffolk and Kent coastline.22 Billy heard airship engines and anti-aircraft fire directed
at the marauders. He wrote to Margaret:‘I was just sitting down to write to you last night when we
got a note from dispatch riders that the Zeppelins were coming. Every light was put out and we
crawled into bed in the dark. We heard the Zeppelins buzzing up in the air and a lot of explosions



caused by shells fired at them, and by a few bombs they dropped, but none came within a
couple of miles of us, so after a bit, off to sleep I went. This morning we [will] go out and won’t
come back until tomorrow night. I hate these night manoeuvres.’ 23Four nights later, the
Zeppelins L.10, L.11 and L.14 carried out raids over England, with L.11 paying particular
attention to Canterbury and surrounding areas.24 Billy related the effects on the ground:‘About
midnight there was another Zepp raid and all kinds of excitement. They bombed the ordnance
stores near us and of all the unearthly rows I have ever heard, that was the worst. [We] must
have had twenty guns firing at four [sic] Zepps and I don’t think they hit one, for as far as we
know they got back safely to Germany. The natives around here are scared stiff … but chances
of being hit by Zepps are practically nil.’25Billy was soon distracted from the Zeppelin menace
by a War Office letter requiring another RFC physical examination. The letter also indicated he
would begin observer’s training soon, and possibly be posted overseas within a short time.
Thinking mainly of his own route to success, Billy was overly candid when he wrote to Margaret
that ‘everybody who has been to the Front says we are fools to wish we were over there. But it is
our goal and we are anxious to get there.’ 26Observer TrainingTen days later, on 1 September,
Billy left his regiment in Kent and reported for observer training at the Netheravon flying school
on Salisbury Plain. The first course was in Morse code, which neophyte observers needed to
know in order to transmit messages to the ground using wireless telegraphy devices in their
aeroplanes. Billy noted that the primary mission was to carry out ‘artillery observation and direct
… the guns on their targets. The only answer we could receive … from the gunners was given by
means of strips of cotton laid on the ground, each of which had a cryptic meaning of its own.’
27Netheravon was equipped with Avro 504 two-seat biplanes, which were ‘remembered as a
delightful trainer of the war period or as a friendly aeroplane popping into and out of improbable
fields’28 later on. Used during early wartime raids over German territory, Avro 504 aircraft were
fairly rugged, as Billy noted:‘This morning we had [an Avro] machine smashed but, fortunately,
no one was hurt. All morning we fooled around [at] the aerodrome but, as the weather was
uncertain, only a few [students] went up. Then we all got into cars and went over to Upavon,
about eight miles from here, to see a German aeroplane which had been captured. They are not
as reliable machines as ours, but they are beautifully built.‘This morning a squadron also left for
France. I wish I were with them. But my turn won’t take long, they tell me. I am in 21 Squadron,29
A Flight, 4 Wing.’30Avro 504 (serial number 789) was fitted with an 80-hp Gnôme rotary engine.
Billy Bishop made his first flight with 21 Squadron, RFC, in an aeroplane of this type. (Cross &
Cockade International)First Time in the AirBilly wrote to Margaret about his first aviation training
‘ride’:‘Last night I had a flight in an Avro, around Salisbury, Amesbury and Salisbury Plain at a
height of 3,000 feet. It was glorious and I loved every minute of it. There is certainly no sport like
it in the world. Rushing along [at] about eighty miles an hour, a way up so that people look like
mere specks, and the only way one can detect them is by seeing a movement. It must be
wonderful up about 12,000 feet.’ 31Billy became so enthusiastic about the Avro 504 and was so
thoroughly committed to flying that he even tempted Margaret to go up:‘This morning I was up



for a long flight with a chap named Robinson … from Toronto, and this afternoon I was up again,
but we ran out of petrol and had a forced landing in a grain field, and rather smashed the grain
up a bit, because [it] was all stacked. Another machine flew out and brought some mechanics.
We then took their machine and flew home. Honestly, Darling, it is the most wonderful invention,
this flying. Someday, I shall take you up and you will love it, too.’32Anything to do with flying
commanded Billy’s rapt attention. Especially when it concerned preparations for war:‘Today,
fourteen more machines left for the Front. It was a wonderful sight … to see them one after
another [join] up after rushing off the ground … Then, when they had attained their [altitude], off
they all flew in a long line for France, which they will reach about 4:00 this afternoon …’ 33Other
times, Billy was simply overjoyed to be flying:‘[Today, 6 September] I had two glorious flights …
with my flight-commander, an Australian named Rutledge. This is the greatest game in the
world, every moment full of intense excitement. A man ceases to be human when he is way up.
The earth is merely a map and you feel that to you nothing is impossible.’ 34And he was always
concerned about Margaret. After several days of writing exuberantly, he became more serious
and expressed his feelings for her:‘In one of your letters you said you were afraid of the RFC.
Darling Margaret, it is really no more dangerous than any other branch; for, although it may be
more dangerous before we get to the Front, it is not so dangerous after we get there … [The]
danger of being hit by a shell is very slight, [as] it is so hard to judge an aeroplane’s height …
35‘I am working very hard … [as an observer]. I have to be everything from a detective to a
wireless operator. I loathe the latter and, funny to say, I seem to have a talent in that line … Don’t
be nervous about my flying. It is not half as dangerous as it would seem. In fact, one type of
machine called the B.E.2c glides to earth automatically if anything goes wrong and [it] is as safe
as a church.’ 36The Royal Aircraft Factory B.E.2c two-seat biplane became well known as a very
stable aircraft. But, even though he had not yet flown in one, Billy was expansive in his praise of
it. Perhaps he was influenced by an oft-told – and true – account that circulated at his airfield
about Major (later Air Vice-Marshal Sir) Sefton Brancker, who, the previous June, flew the first
B.E.2c from the factory at Farnborough to Netheravon. Brancker reported that, after climbing to
2,000 feet altitude, he ‘did not touch the controls again until he was at twenty feet on the
approach to Netheravon … [and] during his flight he wrote a reconnaissance report of the
country over which he flew.’ 37Aerial Gunnery TrainingOn Saturday, 2 October 1915, Billy moved
a step closer to realising his air combat ambitions when he reported to the Duke of York School
outside of Dover. With Margaret ever in his thoughts, he wrote:‘We are being trained especially
for air duels, which I hear is a great honour … I hope luck is with me, for that game is all pure
luck.‘Life without you is strangely like flying between two clouds, with a burst of sunshine coming
through in front, just bright enough to lead one out. You are like that to me, Darling, a light that I
am making for.’ 38At Dover, Billy flew almost daily when the weather was ‘at all decent’. He went
out over the Channel and along the coast to Folkestone, firing a machine gun from the back seat
of a training aeroplane, over the water. As he wrote to Margaret: ‘I am getting quite expert at it. I
am looking forward to the first time I shall have a chance to try it with a German aeroplane for a



target.’ 39By the end of October, Billy completed machine-gun and artillery-ranging practice and
began flying over the frontlines in France. He wrote to Margaret about a flight from Dover across
the Channel to St. Omer, where he and his pilot were directed to a battle zone:‘We had a two-
hour reconnaissance over the lines and, believe me … I am not ashamed to say it, I was glad
when it was over. Then we came back here [Netheravon], landing first at Dover [to refuel]. The
whole trip … took about four hours. The RFC [personnel] who are stationed in France seemed to
like it there, but they dread the bad weather coming. During the winter … [there] will be a
continual series of machines … going over for the day, as that way has proved [to be] so
successful. [It is] so crowded in France that it is hard to find suitable places for a large number of
machines.’40
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Dan Turner, “An enigmatic fighter ace's quest for the top. I've been fascinated by Peter Kilduff's
recent examinations of leading German flyers in the First World War. So, I was surprised and
intrigued to note that Kilduff had taken on the task of re-examining the top-scoring British Empire
ace, Canadian Billy Bishop.By presenting a vivid and well-documented account of Billy Bishop’s
career within the context of his life and times, Kilduff encourages readers to determine for
themselves what constitutes Bishop's (or anybody else’s) claim to hero status. This is my kind of
book.Many remarkable facts and events jumped out from these pages: 1) Bishop's productive
energy, flying more missions that any of his squadron mates under psychologically fatiguing
circumstances; 2) the superior quality of Bishop's opposition across the lines (e.g., Manfred von
Richthofen's Jasta 11) and the shocking British loss rates at the time; 3) Bishop's sense of
personal motivation, ego and drive to be #1; 4) Bishop’s 'timing' with the popular press, military
brass and the British Government, which in 1917 were playing catch-up with Germany in the
public relations war to promote each country's air-heroes; 5) his dinner and friendship with the
great English ace Albert Ball (another lone hunter) in order to be mentored in the ways of
successful air fighting; 6) Bishop's letters to his fiancée detailing the gory fates he was meting
out to the Germans to avenge his fallen mates and to win her affection; 7) the individually
decorated airplanes Bishop flew – nicely illustrated in color on the back cover of the dustjacket;
8) Bishop's superior marksmanship, including his counting of individual shots from his Lewis
machine-gun; 9) his dreams of success coming true in spectacular fashion, by being celebrated
as a successful 'colonial' hero, decorated by King George V for his service, mobbed by throngs
in Canada upon arrival back home to marry (above his status) and to promote the war effort; 10)
and Bishop's fall from grace due to lingering suspicions about his victories, possibly because he
was so ‘keen’ about his stunts and exploits.The unfolding Great War centennial has focused
popular attention on the events and personalities of this pivotal war. However, the ‘pulp
fictionalizing’ of WW1 flying aces has in a real sense clouded peoples’ understandings of these
airmen as human beings. I enjoy Peter Kilduff's books because he doesn’t try to instruct the
reader about “what was” but, rather, he provides insights for each of us to personally discover
the humanity of these daring (may I say, heroic) air fighters.”

Charles, “Another great story of a WWI Flyer. This is the fifth of Peter Kilduff's books that I've
read. I was not familiar with Billy Bishop's story, but I found this outline of his life and flying
career gave me a clear picture of the man, his drive and fighting spirit. This Kilduff book (and his
other works) focus on individuals, their flying machines and the careers that they pursued as
knights of the air. In the last century of modern warfare these flyers are the only lone warriors
and so it's imperative to capture their character and Peter Kilduff has done so.”

Jon Guttman, “Clearing Billy Bishop's Name. Another achievement for Peter Kilduff, going



beyond the German necrology to identify the non-fatal encounters that explain more than a third
of Billy Bishop's air-to-air claims. It explains why Germans knew and respected Bishop at the
time, and does much toward restoring his reputation in the eyes of present-day skeptics--
including the particularly vocal critics among his fellow Canadians.”

Joseph Gleeson, “Superbly researched, well written and thorough account of a brilliant but
controversial ace. Bishop remains the subject of veneration and vilification in equal measure. It
can therefore be difficult for an author to take on a controversial subject of this nature without
becoming embroiled in re-running many interminable arguments over various incidents.The
author takes a refreshing approach, of stripping it back to the primary research materials, to the
extent that they survive, and builds from there. Both English and German sources are used. One
valuable outcome from this approach is to deflate the aura of infallibility that often attaches to the
'Nachrichtenblatt der Luftstreitkrafte'.The author leaves it to the reader to judge for themselves
the veracity of certain claims, or the relevance of Bishop's correspondence to the events
experienced. Overall it's an approach that works well.As someone who has enjoyed the author's
previous works but who remains open to persuasion on many aspects of Bishop's achievements
I had expected to find myself regularly saying "lone wolf attacks just can't be sustained at this
point in the war" yet on each occasion there's much valuable documentary evidence presented
to show the combat losses of a particular date. Indeed the combat claims awarded on dates for
which there are fellow 60 Sqdn or 85 Sqdn witnesses often show no corresponding German
loss. However, the beauty of this book is that it presents the evidence rather than suppressing it,
the latter occurrence becoming an all-too-regular feature of many pro- or anti-Bishop articles.”

Roger, “Well written, well documented! Peter compares Bishop's claimed .... Well written, well
documented! Peter compares Bishop's claimed victories with both British and German records
to attempt to reconcile which were verified and non-verified. A masterful job. However Peter
does not conclusively state what the final tally of victories Bishop should be credited.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. no problems”

The book by Peter Kilduff has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 17 people have provided feedback.
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